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Mro Walker has now completed his report, 
copy of which is attachedo

difficult for us to he 
recommended would. meet 
community o

•The Falkland Islands Company Ltdo, 
120 Pall Mall, 
London So W(
Dear Sirs,

lo

June,

discussed with your Chairman, 
Mro LoWeHofoung, and after you had consulted other 
interested Companies it was agreed that we should send 
an engineer to the Falkland Islands to make a general 
brief survey o

Between 1946 and 1954 we received several 
enquiries for the supply of small hydro-electric sets 
for the Falkland Islandso It appeared that relatively
little information was available regarding the flow 
conditions of the streams and rivera and this made it 

certain that any plant whieh we 
satisfactorily the needs of the

This was carried out by our London Manager, 
Mr0 Jo Ho Walker, who is fully experienced in the 
investigation of small hydro-electric schemes and has 
done many similar investigations in Great Britain, 
Ireland and overseaso



™2~The Falkland Islands Company Ltd,

&

lours faithfully.

a l/C^o7^

We ar® sorry that in some respects th® result of the survey has bean disappointing, but as will be seen from the report there are possibilities, all of which should be considered when the necessary records are available<> It is also possible that conditionsinvolving such factors as ths availability of labour for peat cutting, the cost of oil fuel, @teo my ©hang® th© situation in years to come and we would suggest that the report should be carefully filed s© that it may be referred to in the future.

For GILBERT GILKES & GORDON X$D<,

(Pawl So Wilson) M.A., M.I.Meeh.E.Chairman

We should like to express our sincere thanks for the assistance and hospitality extended to Mr» Walker from the time of his departure until his return.
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Following Mx‘c Walker’s visit to the Falkland 
we have pleasure in submitting this report upon
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The Falkland Islands are neither so wet nor 
subject to such continuous winds as 
information made available before this visit 
had indicated,.

DIRECTORS
P N. WILSON A.M.I C E .M.I.Mech 
PER CREWDSON 
E.CREWDSON A.M I C E 
R. LYON WYLLIE RC A.
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2 n

The Falkland Islands Company Ltd 
120 Pall Mall, I^ndc^n^S,W.,j. a

The primary object of the visit was to 
investigate possible. hydroelectric development but it v/as agreed that being in close touch with moderen wind power development and. research he should also investigate the wind power possibilities.

Dear Sirs,

In assessing the possibilities of either water power or wind power it is essential, to consider actual potential in conjunction with many other factors such as 
the economy* of the Islands, population, alternative means of power production and, in particular, the potential demand for power o
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ii)

ill)

iv)

3o

Date.
S.SO

There are many sites in the Falkland Islands 
where small water power senernes would he 
possible9 but few of these are desexwing of 
consideration due to factors which are 
discussed in this report.

14th Feb.
to

11-th March-

The possibility of further development of 
wind power may be considered but here again 
more records should ‘be obtained before any 
action is taken.

Fitzroy 
North Arm
Fox Bay East and 
Fox Bay West 
Port Stephens 
Weddell Island 
Soy Cove 
Charti’es 
West Point 
Hill Cove 
Saunders 
Ajax Bay 
San Carlos 
North Tyson 
Port Howard

•It

He left 
having been in

Sh days.

T?Fitzroy6?.

Method of Travel. Places Visited.uar.-J-mitJ>UAJ.X*«*-w*-*»*-Oc** ■ 1 ■ 1 w

Due to the lack of accurate information 
relating to the flow of streams, measuring 
weirs should be set up in those streams 
which might be harnessed and flow readings 
should be taken fox- a period of at least 
12 months. These readings should be 
analysed in conjunction with the rainfall 
records and it can then be decided whether 
or not a hydro-electric set should be 
installed..

Mr® Walker left London on the 1st February 1955 
flying to Montevideo and then taking passage in S®S. ’’Fitzroy 
to Port StanleyP whe.re he arrived on 11th February., 
on 16 th April., re turning by the same route-', 
the Falkland Islands forj a period of

In consultation with Mr, Barton a preliminary 
itinerary was worked out® This was subsequently followed 
with variations., as detailed below s-
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Places Visited. 
i* i ■» ■■ ■ <w—irf

Method of Travel.Date
11th March. Air

16th March.

22nd March. Overland

2.3rd March. San CarlosBoat
26 th March Ovex»lanrl Daicwi.n
29th March Air

1st April. Overland

4 th April o Overland Hill Cove
7th April. Overland Roy Cove
9th April. Overland Hill. Cove
10th .April o 8.8

15th April. Mr

Weir

Wayjrah River
Green Hills
Chartres

San Salvador 
Teal Inlet
I) ougl a s S t a t i on 
San Carlos River 
Bort San Carlos

Darwin
Douglas 8 tati on
Mor th Camp
Teal Inlet

Peh'ble 
Chartres 
l«’ox Bay 
Port Howard

Saunders
San Carlos
Stanley

Bay-f.

Douglas Station
Darwin
Stanley

&

While in Stanley ctiscussions were held with a 
number of people respecting Stanley electric supply, 
meteorological conditions, etc,., and a visit was made to the 
Murrell River in company with Mrc. Weir, Mrc Livermore and 
Mr0 Mathews 0

{! Burghead

!PBit2roy*’
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Pp]^K,RE^REMENgS IN THE TERRITORY.4

6

a) Domestic heating, cooking and hot water.
b) Sheep shearing.
e) drilling

d)

r<&

(a)

(13)

The foregoing is a short outline of the main 
pattern of travel. L

as Imus 
x*adiop

50 people y 
as follows

Hydro-Electrie Power in the Falkland Ielandso

he, lathes5,

Large deposits of peat are available and this is 
generally usedo

P with the exception of 
have a population of between 3° and

‘ Expeditions were made from the various 
settlements to examine the surrounding country and overland 
Journeys deviated from the straight for the same purposeo

Small machines, 
machinesD ete o

This takes place for some 10 weeks in the year and 
for about-.10 - 12 hours per day. About 0.5 B.HOPO 
per shearer is required, so that 10 - 12 B.H„P. 
would be adequate foi4 the average settlement.
The relatively high capital cost of a hydro-electric 
set would not be Justified when the power for this 
short period could be provided by an internal 
combustion engine.

Apart from Fort Stanley and Ajax Bay there are 
no large consumers of power in the Falkland Islands, nor does 
it appear likely that there will he. Should the demand for 
electricity increase it might become economical to transmit 
from sites at considerable distances, but with the existing 
requirements hydro- elec trie plants will need to be quite 
close to the consumer points in order to render them 
economical.

Electricity for domestic convenience, ioe.
Lightirig and such small domestic devices

9 refrigeratore, vacuum cleaners9 
etc. not included, under (a).

Most of the settlement" 
Darain and G-oose Greezn, 

and the main requirements for powex’ or fuel are
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(e)

(d)

(J

5* ALTERN.AT JVS .JUEIJ= JJAKABLEo

(>

In giving the above figures it is realised that 
modern oil burning equipment has a higher* thermal efficiency

pei? ton to compare with coal or 
Fuel oil now costs about £30 per

The efficiency of heat producing appliances varies 
at the different settlements 9 some being more modern than 
others 9 hut a mean figure of 50% efficiency may be taken for 
comparing peat with other fuels*

po^e s t i c_ C 0I17e_QA?^?^ °
The advantages of a constant and cheap supply 
of electricity in the home are so well known that 
they require no emphasis® If domestic heating 
is cut out generating plant developing 5 --- 10 kW 
should be adequate for the average settlement.,

Assuming heating values of 49QOG BoT®Uo for peat9 
and 129000 BoToU* fox* m*.P the price of -seal delivered to the 
settlements would have to be less than £4* 16* 0® per ton to 
x*ender it more economical© This is much less than we pay for 
it in England for domestic purposes®

Sma11 w JtecMne_Toolji£etc> *
The power demand for the above would not justify 
the installation of hydro-electric plant but if 
the electricity is available the use of such 
small machines might increase*

In view of the very high price of coal in the 
Falkland Islands* clearly it cannot compete with peat on a 
cost basis*

It had been hoped by some owners that alternative 
means 9 pcssibly electricityp cc-uld be used to provide domestic 
heating9 cooking and hot water© From various sources it was 
learned that the a^rage cost of peat9 including the cost of 
winning xt-P transporting it9 etc* is about 4/- per cubic yard 
or* 32/'“ per ton delivered to the customer© At any rate this 
is believed to be a fair average* The actual price per yard 
may vary from 3/- t<n ,5/«o

Fuel oil is another possible alternative and has 
a thermal value of about 169000 B*T*U* per pound9 but with 
the same boiler efficiency it would have to be delivered to 
the consumer for £6* &<■ 0* 
peat upon the above basis© 
ton in Port Stanley and considerably mor*e in the camp

Hydro-Electxaic Powez* in the Falkland Islands*



Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands.

9

The question of

In those few cases where sufficient water power is the hydro-electric plant may he run continuouslyavailable*

6. EXISTING SOURCES OF POWER FOR DOMESTIC USECCTTW.MX*«dp-.-r.irc« »—• n ■ ■■ g»j.*l AaixwiMix<-g»*.<'«"Ow<.-vjMcn:Lr.w.! ^11,4jorw—©np

In certain instances it may be possible after flow 
investigations are complete to use a small hydro-electric set to augment or replace the engine generating set for some of these installations* and wind power may similarly be used.

than 50% but so have modern coal and. poat burning appliances so that the comparison will be reasonably correct.

In large installations power can often be generated* and indeed transmitted short distances* for lower figures than this but certainly in the Falkland Islands* owing to the special conditions which exist* electricity cannot be produced cheaply enough to compete with peat fox4 heating purposeso

Small wind generators have 'been fitted up for some houses and in the absence of any better electricity supply they operate quite satisfactorily, using wind power is dealt with later.

A number of settlements have been equipped with automatic engine generating plants of the type which start up when the first light is switched on and. step when the lastlight is switched off. With these sets a c<sx?sidei*able amount vf servicing' is necessary* and. in the British Isles the purchaser often makes a service agreement with the manufa:.'!t'cre:? to ensure. adequate maintenance <> In the Falkland Islands such service Is not available quickly and 
cheaply* and there is wh to he said f.?r a straightforward DoCo generating set changing a battery of the .lead acid or nickel alkaline typ.?„ This system ha.* 'haen used successfully at Roy Cove and is liable tc breakdowns than the fully automatic installation.

When electricity is applied for hea'ting purposes the usable heat fran one unit of electricity is about equivalent to that from. 1.7 lhso of peat. As the average cost of peat is about 0.171 pence per Xb„t> electricity would have to be delivered to the oonsum.er at 0.29 pence per unit in order to make it an economical competitor.



Owner.
Port Howard

Hill Cow

Bor-traud. & FeltonRoy Cow.
I
An^on & Lux tenChartres

i

.Port Stephens

It is not considered that any other streams in the

Remarks.
rxi-Kx-.’ xt-Tcr’-JCf - -. jo frrrxjfwJnTTWTWxe*

Surrey carried out and m&asurir^g ncteh installed.
Survey carried out and arrangements made for installing measuring notch.

The following sites for small units should he further investigated with a view to possible hydro-electeic development s -

Survey carried out and measuring notch installed.

DARWIN AW,$K)pSE. G^Ne

Falkland Islands Company Ltd. Very brief investigation but suggest installing 
measuring notch.

„.'zHydro-Electric Power in the. Falkland Islands.

So

Kolm^t^ad <& Blate.

The domestic consumption of electricity will be relatively smallj, thus weighing against the higher capital cost of the hydro-electric set<9 but the extreme simplicity and low maintenance costs of the latter should be given full 
consideration.

a roBTnrn mrr.vtsjnnurx^-t*: 

Settlement.

2I4. hours a dayP feeding electricity to the settlement 
without any intermediate storage battery.

Survey carried out. A small not^h had already 
lesu installed., a more suitable one has been suggested.

Total power requirements at these ‘two settlements for domestic purposes is not at present known but it would be worth setting up a measuring well6 at Camilla Creek and taking a set of levels up the stream in order t'j determine whether there .is any possibility of using it and transmitting power 
to Darwin. The distance is estimated at U to 5 miles.

FI eJam'Ss Lovegrcve 
Wal.d:?^x Ltd.
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9o AJAX BAY.

V>

Although aerial inspection does indicate some 
fall at certain parts of the upper reaches of the San Carlos 9 
a survey on the ground would he necessary to establish the 
amount of itP the flow and the possibilities of development.

The freezer is at present closed down 'but should 
it come into operation again and be likely tc continue 
doing so cn a regular basisp then it would he wm?th while 
looking for a possible source of power in the head waters 
of the San Carlos River. The probable dis tan as the 
crow files from Ajar. Bay is about'10 miles.

The course of the San Carlos River as shown on 
the map is far from accurate^ and this applies to many of 
the rivers in the Falkland Islands.

The lew reaches cf the riwr are vexiy flat 
and there is no possibility of adequate ecancmic hydro
electric power there. Mr. Walker ‘^xamin&d the river for
some miles upstream was unable to visit the upper
reaches. Inspection by air indicated that there are some 
falls and that one cf the feeders t< the river comes from 
a lake high up on Mount Usborne. Varying information was 
cbtainedp one gentleman stating that the stream flowing 
from this lake never dried up and that it dropped 500 or 
600 feet in a comparatively short distaste. Another 
info rmant stated that it dried up in dry weather.

As the freezer is the only power consuming 
Indus try of any size outside Port Stanley Mr. Walker 
considered the possibility of providing an alternative to 
the Diesel engines. There are two uni tap each of 196 kW, 
one being a standby to the other. For many months in the 
year the freezer is not in operation and one of these 
large engines is run continuously to provide fer a small 
domestic l<'?ad usually in the region of about 11 kWP rising 
to a peak of 25 kW. This method cf operation is highly 
uneconomic in fuel uaisxvmption.

Darwin area are worth investigating although Mr. Walker 
was unable to cover this district as fully as he would have 
likedo Certainly none of the streams to the south of 
Darwin in Lafonia would he of ai:iy use.
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One of

o

It is under stood that owing to th® installation of various fairly high, ecnsuming devices the load is likely to increase substantially in the near future*

PORT STANLEY*
txozxv* ■nrriCJC.iflnaTxorr r I- * ■< «c »o

The wind power problem will be dealt with under 
a separate paragraph below* It may suffice in this 
pai’agraph to say that it is well worth further investigation*

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands*

The present electric supply to Port Stanley is 
from a modern diesel station and we are indebted to 
Mr* Gutter! dge for some figures relating to this station* 
The peak load is about 2J0 kW9 the normal evening load 
22.5 *=’ 2J0 kW3 the day load in winter 180 - 200 kW* and the 
normal night load hO kWo

A visit was made to the Murrell Hlver in company 
with Mr* Weir and Mr* Livermore to investigate the possibility 
of water power for transmission to Port Stanley* The new 
filtration plant to be Installed at the outlet from the Moody 
Brock to Stanley Harbour is at a distance of approximately 
2V2 miles from the Stanley generating station and it is 
understood that a power line is to be carried from the 
generating station to feed it*

The total, number of units sold in 1954 was 550?000 
and the fuel consumption was such that the cost of the fuel 
component w^uld be about 2*h pence per kW*Hr* This figure 
allows for certain wastage due to drums not being full and 
is calculated, at a fuel cost of £.30 per ton* With the 
installation of the new storage tanks- it is thought that 
the fuel .bAi5> may cc-me down to the region of £24 per- ton9 
in which ::ase the ^qnival^nt fuel cssuponeni would erne to 
1*9 pence per kW*Er*

It appears that the high freight makes it
unlikely that the feel component at Port Stanley will drop 
appreciably in th"-’ near future below the 1*9 per kW*Hr 
above stated* Hence it is well w'orth while to investigate 
the possibility of same power being obtained by other meansp 
i«e* by water power or by wind pvwer*

This is a ve:ry high figure c-xnpared wdta that 
which is achieved in sons other small comsxmltues* 
the Channel. Islands9 fo«v instance^ with a smaller 
installation tasin that at P^rt Stanley achieves a fuel 
component of about 1*175 pence per kW*Hr*
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cost 'based on such
9 subject P a small hydro-electric set might prove an economic proposition as an adjunct to the present Stanley supply.

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands*

For reasons stated later a large dam is not but it is thought that a. small diversion dam p in tarn feeding to

Approximate estimates of information as is at present available indicate that to water measurements being taken over a year or so

If a measuring weir is installed, it is suggested that it should have a maximum capacity of about 50 cusecs. Anything greater than that will be in the nature of flood flow, and will not be of interest from the point of view of power production.

0

To the Murrell Fiver at any point where power 
is likely to be developed is a further 5V2 .miles beyond the filtration plant. If the voltage of the line to the filtration plant were stepped up it would be possible use this line as par*t of the transmission system for feeding 
power baek from the Murrell River to Stanley, taking in the filtration plant on the way.

The three susnrey sheets of which we have copies are to a small seale hut indicate considerable fall on the Murrell River which it re; be possible to utilise, the l„50 ft. down te the 100 ft* eintour In a distance of only hJO yards. By taking in water smewhat upstream of the 150 ft. contour and going downstream below ths 100 ft. contour a reasonably short distance might give a fall of anything up to 100 feet, but a larger scale ra*w cf this stretch cf river would be 
necessary before the of a scheme could be estimated.

advisable?might lead water into a contour channel a pressure penstock to convey water down to a turbine.

Fz-om ccntaxx? there seems to be quite a steep fall.^ntour 12?. a distance of only h;50 yards

The flow in the Murrell River was distinctly greater than Mr. Walker expected to find, being in the region of 50 cusecs, but to what extent weather in the preceding few days had affected this flow is not known. There was no time to make a detailed survey but it was clear that it would be worth while ins tailing a measuring weir in the riverP perhaps in th.e stretch of a mile or so below Murrell Bridgeand having readings taken every few days. The cost of doing this is not great but if it is done^ records must be taken axid later considered in conjunction with the rainfall at Port Stanley. Better stilly a raingarg-s in the region of Murrell bridge could be read at the same time as the flow ove:-?? tee measuring weir.
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U stations on East Falkland by about iVg
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Darwin Harbour.
Nor th Arm.
Fitzrvyo
Fox Bay Ifest.
Spring Point.
Per t S tephens o
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17.13" 
19.^5" 
16.30" 
17-38"
15oU3” 
25.48"

%

town.

Ho

From the above it will be clear that relatively low 
run-offs would be expected per square mile of catchment area.

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands.

By comparison the long term average rainfall for
% and the long term average for the British 

% or nearly double that of the
London is ever 25".
Isles is between 39" and 4O" 
Falkland Islands.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE LOW AVAILABILITY OF WATER POWER, 
rnr ■ r» Lrnrr»'*?>—» n L.ii * -i—nnri iiji uncn rr iui cn~rrnr—n»^T r»—r» r^’ *TT.a-gai'C-i o:c»«~ , ■■

A hydro-electric installation as visualised at 
the Murrell River could be made automatic in the sense 
that its output would be automatically adjusted according 
to the available water to supply it. It could be so 
designed that a -visit would only be necessary every few 
days and no continuous attendance would he required.

over 15 yrs.
L"; yrs.
14 yrs.
11 yrs.
12 yrs.
o yr So

Howard 5 years and the average is 27*50% 
that the Pert Stanley rainfall is in the region of 27’ 
term average.

Mean annual rainfall s? 
w? 
if 
£C 
if

closely related to the rainfall 
Falkland Islands is quite low. 
Report of 1952/53 
which is rather more than London, 
kindly supplied by you seem to indicate that this statement 
is tec cptimistic. Good records have been kept at Port 
Stanley &-ver a long period and a figure af 27" " 28" will 
be a reasonable estimate of the long term average for that 

Yon supplied records at other points from which the 
following have been deduced

From other sources we obtained the rainfall cf Port 
We also know 

long

An approximate long term average far the Islands 
based upon the above comes out at 20.83% being just a little 
higher for the U stations on West Falkland than it is for the 
U stations on East Falkland by about iVg" per annum.

The runoff in rivers in aoy territory is of course 
o The rainfall in the
It is stated in the Colonial 

that the average rainfall is 28" per year, 
A number* of records
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The nature

He&we it is not

(t
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No figures are available for evaporation in 
the Falkland Islands but it seems cl ear » and Mr® Hawkins 
agrees with this, that the evaporation must be a high 
percentage of the total rainfallo

The Gamp with certain exceptions, 
a very thin layer of earthy sometimes only 1 
laying virtually impervious clay or rock® 
that a small amount of rain makes it sodden 
runs off quickly in the streams 
evaporated.

Apart from cost and 'unreliability, the creation 
of large open water surfaces will lead to increased 
evaporation®

48 cubic feet per minute
«
58
S3
8f

consists of 
or 6”, over- 

The result is 
any surplus 

, and the rest is
o "Flashy” flows resulting from rarface run

off during rain are useless for power production and it is 
certain that the streams in the Falkland Islands are very 
"flashy” indeed® For instance, at Port Howard with a 
measuring weir in the settlement stream the following 
figures were recorded on six consecutive days 2-

of foundation ma tori al in most streams 
in the Falkland Islands is such that the construction of 
dams of any size would be unwise both freu the point of 
view of very high cost and unreliability® 
sound to consider dams which will store water for 
considerable periods, making use of rainfall in a wet period 
to supply power in a dry period®

This statement may be supported by the fact that 
in many parts of the Falkland Islands large and small ponds 
exist which are basins of inland drainage and have 
practically no water flowing out of them® Water flowing 
in simply evaporates and the surface level rises and falls 
somewhat according to the rate of rainfall® A further 
factor against the development of water powex* upon any 
scale in the Falkland Islands is that, with few exceptions, 
the streams are very low lying and wind for miles with only 
a few feet of fall® This applies in particular to the
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s>

12.

penetra

weir and same of 'these are included in Appendix

Any'khirg in the nature 
ai::\gle observe ti ons

Photographs were taken of thi^ dam and measuring- ----- - • a\

In those cases where no detailed survey has been made and it is worth while to obtain some actual figures? the following procedure is recommended.

SITE INVESTIGATION.o* Mjm-=rs*— .x'•><nr7xn,.gi«<»i — »*"■ ■ **^» n i r ■ i r> imcgr rx*«j

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands.

There are streams running from the north, and 
south elopes of the Wickham Heights whieh have a useful fall and which might also be developed^ but for their being too far from any settlemento

Weir measux^ements should be recorded carefully in a. >ook together with rainfall measurements^ and if rainfall measurements are already in existence they should be

A measuring weir should be installed at approximately the point where water would te taken into a pipeline er izxto an open race feeding to a pipeline* 
Readings should be taken at least every two or three days. The construction of such a weir will he described in detail in Appendix £A2 . It is important that the measuring weir should be built into a small concrete dam which should be securely based upon solid roek. of an earth or cla,y tarn is useful fo.7 only9 hut will soon waah. awsy«

The object a-f the solid fou^atioiu plus goodLcv> i:c;tc; 6-ad;. l*g;:?±r Is t® ensr^e that all the water in the will pass over the weir 'v;ill 'thus 'beinclude is; the

larger rivers sueh as the Chartres the V/arrahp and the 
San Carlos? at any rate in the lower half of its length* Streams such as the Murrellp sone streams at Pox’t Howard and others in the region of Hill Cove are exceptions.

At Port Howard a permanent concrete dam was 
constructed* It has the measuring weir built into it and also serves as the intake for the new house water supply* It is larger than will be needed ixt other cases but as a guide the total ccat of it9 in^2.u&l^g all mterials and labour P was roughly ^35 to &U0*
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for as

1'5.

The distance from the probable power house 
position to the nearest point of the settlement should be 
taken in order to consider the type and of transmission.

suitable* 
carefully measured and recorded, 
compass bearings between them* 
course of the stream can be laid out*

made available, 
many years as possible.

The profile of the stream may he taken with an 
engineer’s level, a tape measure and a compass* The 
procedure for a preliminary survey is to drive a series of 
numbei'-ed pegs well in at a number of points up the banks 
of the stream. A spacing of about 100 feet is very 

Distances between these pegs should be
.e> at the same time recording 

Thus a rough plan of the

These anemometers on Sapper Hill seem to indicate, 
after only about a year’s working, approximately a 20%

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands*

With the engineer’s level a transit should be 
made taking 'the approximate water level abreast of each peg, 
thus both plan and profile of the stream can be plotted on 
paper, and the best section of it selected for power 
development. A series of photographs taken at various 
points are particularly helpful in advising upon possible 
development.

At the time of writing this report only one set 
cf annual meteorological tab3.es are available but others 
are on their way home from the Falkland Islands* However, 
in consultation with Mr. Hawkins the write?? learned that 
the average annual wind speed at the Port Stanley 
Meteorological Station anemometer is probably in the region 
of 16 - 1? miles per hour* The Stanley Meteorological 
Station anemometer is at an elevation of 16.3 feet above sea 
level, arid is Quite well sited fox* winds from all. directions 
except south-west to north-west. High ground in this 
sector is certainly some miles away but may affect the 
readings to some extent. Three anemometers, two cup 
counters and one recordex* have been installed on Sapper Hill 
at an elevation of 4.33 feet above sea level* There is 
higher ground between 2-3 miles to the west of them.

after about a year’s weir readings,

tab3.es


The equivalent figures for 1953 were s-
Total run of wind
Mean annual wind speed

Canparing June 1st 1952 to May Jlst 1953 we have 
for Darwin 120,850 miles of winds, mean annual wind speed

1219312 miles
13o85 M®P®H.
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Me teor ol ogi cal S t a ti on o
increase in mean annual wind speed above that at the

The first- year’s readings are 
being tabulated and are to be sent home shortly to 
Mr. Golding of the Electrical Research Association®

Apparently the anemometer operated at Darwin for 
only a little over a year, after which it blew down and was 
not replaced®

Aero generators of suitable capacity for use at 
such a site as this are not at present available as 
production articles, but it is hoped that they will he in 
a year two® It should be well worth while then 
continuing with the readings at Sapper Hill with a view 
to possible aero electric generation in two or ‘three years 
time. The high fuel component for diesel electric 
generators at Port Stanley makes the use of aero electric 
power much more attractive than it would be in some other 
areas®

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islandso

Wind speeds of the order above stated are well 
worthy of consideration from the point of view of aero 
electric generation® The Sapper Hill site® for instance 
is quite close to the Stanley generating station and an 
aero generator placed there could well be useful as a 
source of auxiliary supply to power to Port Stanley® 
The site is not ideal, having considerable rocky outcrops 
near to the summit, but it may be the best in the 
neighbourhood within reasonable reach for transmission®

Apart from records at Port Stanley, not much is 
available which is 'useful in considering potential aero 
generation® Your Company installed, two cup counters some 
time ago, one at North Axmi and one at Darwin® We have 
before us two years records at North Arm whie-h indicate for 
1954 a tcbai run of wind of 118,616 miles, being equivalent 
to a mean annual wind speed of 13<>5 M®P«H®
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Seme eddy effect

The records of such wind

e

and for North Arm 110,786 miles of wind or 
12*60 mean annual MOPOKO

The various reports by the Electrical Research Association are available as a guide to the procedure, and in particular Technical Report C/T*108 entitled 19The Selection and Characteristics of Wind Power Sites” would be found valuable*

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands*

It is understood that the Darwin anemometer was 
well sited in open ground,, reasonably but not very well sited (in respect to the prevailing wind) of slightly sloping

All figures available indicate, however, that it would be worth while for the low cost and trouble involved to install additional instruments and obtain records with the object in view of installing aero generators of perhaps 10 kW rated capacity at some of the settlements*

Apparently no other anemometers exist in the Islands oxher than dial indicating instruments which are read once or twice a day or as requisite__f or reporting wind speed with a view to air craft landing * indicators are of very little use for power investigations.

13*75 m*p*h*,
'«<■_ /•-

The dial Indi eating instrument at Fox Bay is on the leeside of higher ground* That at Darwin is reasonably well sited, except for the fact that it is in the centre of 
a settlement, and may be considerably affected by eddies* The one at West Point is really well mweened from the prevailing wind by high ground* Data then are quite insufficient to deduce any average mean ajmual wind speed for the Islands but there seems to be indication" that the figure for relatively flat ground nearer to sea level, 
as for instance in Lafonla, may be substantially below the Port Stanley figures.

The North Arm anemometer is It is on the lee side
ground, and is further at the lee corner of a small building with another small building upwind of it* Seme eddy effect is probably created but there is none the less reasonable agreement between Darwin and North Arm, showing considerably lower mean annual wind speed than that at Port Stanley Meteorological Station* Both North Arm and Darwin are in similar rather flat country and near to sea level*
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1U. TID/4.L POWER.

(t

15. CONCLUSION.

The recommendation has been made that small and 
inexpensive cup counter instruments should be installed at 
various selected sites and two or three recording 
instruments should be installed also to establish the wind 
regime o

Several people in the Falkland Islands enquired 
as to the possibility of developing power from certain tidal 
differences of level which occur in adjacent creeks. The 
general answer to the question of tidal power is that it has 
been closely investigated ever a long period of years and 
technically it is well understood• Even in the most
favourable eases, howevai*, the capital cost per kW for a 
tidal installation is so high that it is uneconomic as a 
competitor with other methods of power production^ even with those where fuel is consumed.

Verbal reports vary widely but it seems that 
there is generally rather less wind In winter than in summer, 
and the periods of ealm are longer. One report said that 
calms of a week or even two weeks are frequent. This 
hardly seems to be supported 'by a perusal of those Stanley 
records which are available, but certainly calms in the 
winter should be studied by means of recording instruments 
at selected points, and from the results of these studies 
the amount of storage capacity can be calculated for a given 
ins ta Hat i on.

From a perusal of the foregoing it will have been 
appreciated that some sites were examined in considerable 
details, others were written off without detailed survey, and

Certain pilot plants have been constructed for 
experimental purposes but no major scheme has been developed 
yet. By comparison with, some other countries the t.1 dal 
conditions in the Falkland Islands are far .less favourable 
and it may be stated with certainty that the cost per kW of 
any tidal installation in the Falkland Islands would be far 
and away too high to warrant further consideration.
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a few were not surveyed as thoroughly as Mr. Walker would have liked. Sufficient has been learned* however* and 
sufficient records taken for advice to be given upon any site which may come up for consideration in the future. A large number of photographs were taken and are being kept for .record purposes.

Yours faithfullyp

(J. fL Walker)o 
Londop Manager.

Mr. Walker would like to conclude this report by expressing his most grateful thanks to all those people who made his visit a happy and an interesting one. He was shown the greatest hospitality wherever he 'went. and all possible facilities were arranged for his transport from point to point. Although rather disappointing in its results* this was one of the pleasantest overseas investigations that he has made.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE FLOW OF WATER.
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It. is as well to make it large enough to pass about twice -the normal quantity 'before water goes .right over the top® Quantities of more than twice the normal will not usually be of interest, for power development®

At a time when the flow is reasonably normal, 
ioe® neither in dry nor in very wet weathei*p obtain an approximate measurement of rate of flow as follows

Multiply the sectional, area by the average stream velocity and the result will 'be the approximate quantity flowing in cubic feet per minute®

Now measxwe the depth in teet at a number of 
equidistant points aavoss the stream® From ‘these calculate the average depth and multiply by the width of 
the stream at water surface® The result is the 
approximate cross s^c‘bicna.1 area, in square feet®

perlvd9

Choosing a part of the stream where the section is fairly regular? mark off a convenient distance along the hank and take several measurements of the time taken by a float to pass over its length® The average of the float velocities in feet per minute should then be reduced in a rough hill stream by i+&& to obtain the average stream 
velocity through-out tee section®

By way of example9 assuming that by the rough method above a quantity of 100 cubic feet per minute has 
been obtained, a weir may be built to measure up to approximately 200 cubic feet per minute® Referring to Table I it will be seen that if the weir is made 2 ft® wideP it will pass

For mere exac-s readings to be taken over a a measuring weir he set up. It will be described in more detail helQW ‘but from. the approximate figure fur quantity above obtained the required size of it can be determined from Table I®
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upstream) .

The dam was constructed (Photographs 2 and 3) with

It was

Before the temporary earth dam was removed 
of cement was placed upon a convenient rock: and set 
absolutely level with the sill, of the measuring weir.

This temporary dam was almost drop-tight and work 
proceeded in the dry (s#e Photograph 2;, where the wcoden weir 
is being contracted and all water is being by-passed beyond 
the point at which is will be placed).

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands.

cement concrete in sandbags to form the cuter walls of" the 
dam and between them unbagged concrete was poured.

The measuring weir constructed at Port Howard is 
illustrated in Photographs 1P 2$ 3 and Part of the stream 
was selected where good solid rock was visible and water was 
by-passed from a fall upstream of it by means of two lengths 
of 9’p Asbestos Cement pipe (Photograph Ko.l). Having 
placed ‘the pips in position a temporary dam was built at its 
•upper and cf sandbags two-thirds filled with earth and sods 
(Photograph 2.? looking downstream^ and Photograph 3, looking

The second Asbestos Cement pipe shown In 
Photographs 2P 3 and 4 was placed well below the level of the 
measuring weir io act as a wash-out pipe. A valve cevld be 
fi/tted io itp but ir. this case it war? merely fitted with a. 
wooden plug.

p a knob

Photograph 3 shews most of the dam completed and 
immediately after it was taken the temporary earth dam was 
removed^ allowing water to pass through the’wash-out pipe 
below the weir* and the main by-pass pipe was taken away. 
The top of the dam. was then completed towards the right hank (left-hand side of Photographs 3 and 4).

216 cubic feet of water per minute with a depth of 8il over 
the sill. The weir may be made., sayP 9;\ from the sill to 
the top of the boards, and 2 feet in width.

The weir may be constructed either of sSteel plate  
or boards. It must ’be made aQornately &nd the sides and sill 
should ba bevelled at about 45w in a downstream directionP 
thus forming edges which are nearly sharp at the upstream 
face. To avoid chipping by stones and debris., the bevel 
should be such that about Vie’6 of width is left at the edges, 
this thin strip being at right angles to the upstream face.
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the figures

>

we:h%

Other important points to note are:-

<•

2)

Photographs 3 and L;.) o

3)

U)

The height. from the concrete aprc-n beneath the weir 
to the sill of the weir should be about equal to the 
height of the vertical sides of the weir.

The abutments into which the measuring weir is built 
should 'be well clear of the vertical sides of the 
measuring weir both upstream and downstream (see

The small galvanised pipe beside the wash-out pipe 
in Photographs J and 4 has nothing to do with the measuring 

It is a water supply to the settlement which was 
taken frcci- the same dam.

The measuring point should be at least- feet 
upstream from the weir and set .near to the hank 
for ease of measurement o

"he top width -;f such a dam 
and the width

placed 6 feet upstream of the weir and close to the left bank. 
The purpose of this is to enable a rule to be placed on top 
of it to measure the depth fiaom water surface. Being level 
with the sill of the measuring weir the depth measured by
rale is the corrected head over the weir. An alternative 
method is to drive in a suitable stake and saw the top off 
level with the sill of the weir.

The upstream face of the- daxr< may 'be as nearly 
vertical as possible and the downstream may f<iope as 
shown. in ;.he photographs in order ;blaix. the dimensions 
above given.

It is absolutely essentia?1, that 1 placing any 
crncr;>te the ro-rk upcn which the dam Is to he 
built must be;- scrubbed clean of dirt and growths.

Frcpm a measurement taken by rale the water flowing 
in cubic feet per minute can be read from Table I? 
in the columns being multiplied by the width of the weir in 
fee to

As a genera?'. goide9
should be about 18M t-. I feet-<> and the wlJ.rh at ;ih/~- base in 
an up and downstream iU.r^'?tion should be about equal tc the 
height of the dam plus 2 feet.
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5)

<•

Hydro-Electric Power in the Falkland Islands,,

If the foregoing procedure is adopted quite 
accurate readings can he obtained of stream flow at any moment- „

Should the weir he remote and difficult of access then a recording instrument can he obtained which can he set up to record the level on a chart over a period in the same way that a barograph records pressure»

The sill of the weir must be most accurately levelled, and the measuring point accurately levelled in relation to it*
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APPENDIX
TABLE I.
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0

I
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6
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I
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i
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204 
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2512
341
371
403
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16.1
28.0
4-1 o 7
57.4
74.1
’IT

113
134
156
130 1.92 

2 j. / 
243 
270 
298 
326 
356 
387 
419

j 16.3.
; 186
j 210
1 236
1 263

291
319
348

13
14
15
16

1.69 ■
8.83 j

18.9
.31.2
41.2
61.4
78.8
98.2

i 118

3«1
11.1
21.7
34.6
48.9
65.4
83.6

103
123
145
168

37.9

J

tAeXX o

.5961
66 j

I13.5
2.4.8
38.2
53.4
69.4
86.4I ;WS

? 129
I 151
f .4 <-v

198
J
• 250
’ 277
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J 334
i 364
395

: Table of* Discharge from each foot of width of Sill<> 
j in cubic feet per minute.
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! Depth of Water at ! Fractions of an inch.
i Measxiring Point j—-------
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